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Session 4
Networking & Idea Gathering

Chair: Denise Hauge, Grains for Health Foundation
Moderator: Shelly Melroe, Confluency
During the Summit, I would like to make connections with...

* WGS2015 PreConference Survey
In the room today, we have...

Percent of Registrations *

Academia
Industry
Government
NonProfit/NGO
Healthcare
School FS

* Estimated from registration data
Speed Networking: Purpose

- Make new connections
- Learn others’ perspective and ideas
- Have fun
**Speed Networking: Process**

**ASSEMBLE** into table groups
- do a quick ‘name’ introduction

**PRESENT** a question to you.

**SPIN AROUND** your table to hear from each person.
- 5 minutes
- Write your individual statements on the Notes Sheet

**SUBMIT** a *TABLE* summary / top story for display
- PollEverywhere
- 15 words or less

**TRANSITION** to different tables for next round
Prep #1: Poll Everywhere (optional)

From any browser

Pollev.com/WGS565

Enter your response

Submit response

From a text message

To: 22333

WGS565

from any device
Prep #2: Table Groups

5 people per table
#1
Share a success/positive experience with whole grains from the past few months.

Examples:
Technical breakthrough
Effective communication
Product
Website
Share a Story / Theme from your table

From any browser

Pollev.com/WGS565

Enter your response

Submit response

From a text message

Wgs565 whole grain for lyfe
12:34 PM
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Transition
Goal: Be with 4 Different People

- See 4-5 tables in a row to your left and right

- 1 person stays and 1 person goes to each of the other tables
#2

What negative messages have you heard about grains or whole grains that generated confusion or skepticism?
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Transition

Goal: Be with 4 Different People

- See 4-5 tables in a row to your front and back
- 1 person stays and 1 person goes to each of the other tables
#3
From your professional POV, what is the **most important** **question** to answer to move whole grains forward?
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Transition
Goal: Be with 4 Different People

- See 4-5 tables in a row to your left and right.
- 1 person stays and 1 person goes to each of the other tables.
#4

Share a headline of a successful collaboration. What was the key enabler of success?
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Q7 What encourages you to participate in cross-boundary collaborative projects?

- Advance Project/Novelty
- Personal Passion
- Leverage Expertise
- Efficiency
- Creative Synergy
- Learn from Others
- Important Goals (Me/Org)
- Professional Dev

Percentage Scale: 0% to 100%
Transition

Goal: Be with 4 Different People

- See 4-5 tables in a row to your front and back
- 1 person stays and 1 person goes to each of the other tables
#5

What did you hear in the earlier rounds or presentations that was

- new to you
- counter to your current opinion/knowledge
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Recap

Successes to Expand

Opportunities for Change

Important Questions

Power of Collaboration

Openness to Diverse Perspectives
WGS Path to Collaborative Action

Session 4 Networking
- Stories
- Initial Ideas

Session 7 Showcase Graffiti Boards

Session 10 Small Groups
- Collaborative Action Write-Ups

Reception 5:00-6:00pm
Food Carts Dine-Around
Breakfast Break